Maintaining Quality of Work When Outsourcing Projects to
Contractors through Online Freelance Websites

Maintaining quality in your outsourcing projects is one of the most important aspects of any projects.
However, what is more important, quality or quantity? Well, ideally both or at the very least a good
balance of both. If I had to only choose only one though I would give quality a little nudge. What
would you prefer to have, many low graded products or a few high grade ones? Eventually the choice
is yours, but it could be argued that quality wins in the end.
To get the most quality out of your outsourcers you must actually plan for it. Quality cannot be
allowed to randomly eventuate; it shouldn't be a sporadic enterprise. Getting and maintaining quality
principally comes from two sources. The first is having a quality plan that is step-by-step and
actionable. The plan you give to your outsourcers should communicate exactly what excellence looks
like and entails. The second source of excellence is the outsourcers themselves. You will need to hire
outsourcers who have demonstrated excellence in their fields and pay them accordingly.
All the planning and precautionary steps in the world won't make up for a disappointing end result.
Quality is perhaps the single most important aspect but is, unfortunately, the one that often gets
sacrificed in the names of timing and budget. Content that is written poorly, a website that doesn't
work properly, designs that look like they were made using cheap clipart, etc., will leave you with a
very bitter taste in your mouth. If you're going to go to all the trouble of planning, posting, hiring, and
managing, it will definitely benefit you to also take the time for quality assurance.
You may also need to find tools online that will help you check and/or test the deliverables you
receive at each milestone. These tools can look for software bugs, check for plagiarism, proofread,
and much more. Create goals for your provider, which may or may not be the same as your
milestones. The goals should be objective and measurable, not open to interpretation. Words like
"bigger," "smaller," "better," "nicer," etc., do not impose specific instructions, as you may define
these words differently than your provider does.
Maintaining quality in your outsourcing projects is a constant process of monitoring progress and
minimizing mistakes. There are a few ways you can maintain excellence in your business by having
clearly laid out plans that describe what excellence means to you and then hiring a highly skilled
freelance workforce that can materialize your dreams. In the end nothing is more important than
having a high standard of quality.
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